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Session Abstract

Session1 Title: Are you Cloud Secure?

This is the Cloud Generation, but the dissolving network perimeter, next-generation mobile endpoints, and the increasing use of cloud-based applications are all creating their own security headaches. Organisations are now actively investigating cloud-based security solutions in order to regain the visibility and control that their traditional on-premise security infrastructures have lost.

But not all cloud security solutions are created equal.

During the Symantec+Blue Coat “Are You Cloud Secure?” session we will discuss:

- The key, advanced security capabilities that you will need to defend your organisation in the Cloud Generation
- How Blue Coat’s solutions can help you extend your security architecture into the cloud

Session2 Title: Take Control after a Breach

Data breaches are constantly in the news, and causing major security headaches for organisations around the world. If even the biggest companies can’t guarantee they can keep their adversaries out, what can you do to reduce the impact when the worst case happens?

Attend the Symantec+Blue Coat ‘Take Control After a Breach’ presentation where we will discuss how Blue Coat’s Proactive Incident Response can help you detect, scope, and resolve potential breaches quickly, so you can minimize the impact on your business.